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Conviction
The Legacy Chronicles Book 1. 5
Can two people with opposing principles overcome their diﬀerences to be together? Than has spent his life ostensibly having fun while secretly ﬁghting for his people's freedom. A member of the
underground resistance, he is only ever serious around his comrades and his family. When an injury forces him to step down from active duty and his reluctant nurse sparks his interest, Than ﬁnds himself
in uncharted territory. The fascinating woman will have nothing to do with him. Menali's past has taught her to keep her head down and trust that God has a reason for allowing the human race to suﬀer on
U'du. When Than explodes into her life, he refuses to take no for an answer and challenges all of her preconceptions. He soon has her re-evaluating her priorities and wondering what life with someone like
him would be like. Take a detour from the main series to follow Than and Menali through the aftermath of the culling and explore what happens when others see beneath the masks we wear. NOTE: For
maximum enjoyment, The Legacy Chronicles are best read in order, starting with Courage.

Rahab's Courage
Whitstead Christmastide
A Speculative Anthology
Whitstead, December 1844 There has always been something a little otherworldly about the village of Whitstead; there are thin places, where the ordinary world touches on the realms of fairies, ghosts,
and darkness. And this year, during the holy season of Christmas, various forces-dragons, demons, fae, dreams, and snow-act on the denizens of the town. A dryad is on a mission to free something
trapped in a mirror. A little girl prays for a Christmas pudding. A blind peddler sings in the town square. A gnome prepares for the mission of a lifetime. An alien spaceship crash-lands in the snow... And
angels are on the move. Charity and family love, healing and new purpose, visions and song, all awaken in the season celebrating the Greatest Gift. Twenty-ﬁve stories of love and loss, adventure and
homecoming, myth and legend, the chill of snow and the warmth of the Christmas ﬁre. From authors David Wayne Landrum, Steve Rzasa, Mary Schlegel, Lauren Salisbury, Laura Nelson Selinsky, and
many others.

Courage to Hope
Legacy of Courage Series Book 1
Independently Published Inspirational love story set in the 1850's. A young widow, Cara Bancroft, struggles to hold onto her farm, her inheritance from her grandmother. With her fourth child due at
harvest, she can't possibly run the farm by herself. Finding someone to work for her is not an easy task. She is an outcast in the community because of her past mistakes.Adam Kenley is the third son of a
farmer. He wants to better his position in life to win the hand of Belinda, whose wealthy father wants more for his daughter than to marry a farmer. Adam takes the job on Cara's farm to earn money for
the university, against his family's wishes.Adam's hard work brings hope into Cara's life, but will his friendship with the widow cost Adam his dream?

Love Beyond Wanting (Book 10 of Morna's Legacy Series)
A Scottish, Time Travel Romance
Bethany Claire Books Her destiny lies in the past. So does her heart. After surviving a ﬁre that almost killed her, Kate worked hard to rebuild her life post-amputation. She knows her own strength. In life
and in work, she never backs down from a challenge. But when she travels into the past to be with her sister, she meets a man who forces her to face truths about herself she’d rather avoid—that when it
comes to love, nothing terriﬁes her more. Maddock enjoys his duty on The Isle of Eight Lairds, but dreams of more. After seeing his friend ﬁnd love, he opens his heart to the belief that perhaps there is a
lass out there for him, as well. When he meets Kate, the bonny sister of one of his dearest friends, he falls for her hard and fast. But she doesn’t make it easy for him. Her own fears keep her distant. No
matter how much he opens himself up to her, she struggles to do the same. Can they ﬁnd a way to overcome the fears holding them back? If they do, can they work together to keep the evil that rules
over the Isle at bay?

Behind The Shadow: Parts 1-4
Book 1 of The Granville Legacy Series
Brangwyn Press Compelling romance and swashbuckling thrills. Shadows aren’t always what they seem. The dramatic and gripping story of one man with two lives and the woman he craves, but cannot
have… It started with one exceptional man, Francis Granville. He was a British aristocrat with an illustrious title and lineage that could be traced back for centuries. However, this was no bored, frivolous,
idle peer or courtier. Behind the veneer of remote, ducal aloofness that most of late 18th century aristocratic society saw, Francis was both an extremely able as well as a down-to-earth and charming
man. To those aware of his extensive business interests, he was astute, rich and powerful, with diverse enterprises and holdings around the expanding British Empire and further, to countries eager and
open to trade. However, absolutely no one knew about his ‘little sideline’ - because he was also a ruthless, faceless and elusive criminal, known only as The Shadow, or L’Ombre. He had a price on his head
and was wanted on both sides of the English Channel for smuggling and pirating. Francis Granville was one man with two lives. And then, one fateful day changed the course of his life. While he was in
Normandy, in northern France, on one of his illegal trading expeditions, L’Ombre was approached for help by a Frenchwoman, desperate to save her family. The lengths she’d gone to in order to ﬁnd him
and plead her case made him wonder what it would be like to have someone care for him so much they’d risk losing everything they owned, including their freedom, even their life, just to save him from a
dire fate. Francis had always managed to wrap most people around his little ﬁnger, especially women; he’d also laughed at danger, thought himself untouchable and invincible, and relished the excitement
his secret double life brought him. That was until his long-time enemy ﬁnally caught up with him, a malicious and clever adversary who’d been using the growing social unrest and ineﬃcient government in
France during the late 1780’s and the start of the Revolution to further his own nefarious ends. Francis’s arrogance and distraction were nearly his downfall, causing him to risk losing not only his life in
terrible circumstances, but also the unconventional woman who meant everything to him.

I Am Number Four
Harper Collins The ﬁrst book of the #1 New York Times bestselling series and the inspiration for the hit movie from Dreamworks! John Smith seems like an ordinary teenager, living a normal life with his
guardian Henri in Paradise, Ohio. But for John, keeping a low proﬁle is essential, because he is not an ordinary teenager. He’s an alien from the planet Lorien, and he’s on the run. A group of evil aliens from
the planet Mogadore, who destroyed his world, are hunting anyone who escaped. Nine Loric children were sent to Earth to live in hiding until they grew up and developed their Legacies, powers that would
help them ﬁght back—and help them save us. Three of them are now dead. John is Number Four, and he knows he’s next…. Michael Bay, director of Transformers, raved: “Number Four is a hero for this
generation.” This epic story is perfect for fans of action-packed science ﬁction like The 5th Wave series by Rick Yancey, The Maze Runner series by James Dashner, and Orson Scott Card’s Ender’s Game.
The battle for Earth’s survival wages on. Read all of the books: #2: The Power of Six, #3: The Rise of Nine, #4: The Fall of Five, #5: The Revenge of Seven, #6: The Fate of Ten, and #7: United as One.
Don’t miss the ﬁrst book in the brand-new I Am Number Four spin-oﬀ series: Generation One.

The Vinctalin Legacy Retaliation: Book 5 Alliances
Lulu.com
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Legacy of Courage
A Brave Woman's Search for Her Mother's Killer and Her Own Identity : a True Story
When a young woman ﬁnds out that a brutally murdered homeless woman was her mother, long-supressed memories resurface and she slowly comes to term with the dysfunctional childhood caused by
her schizophrenic mother. Mints discovers an apathetic justice system and becomes adamant in proving that the victim was not some anonymous person but a worthwhile individual.

Revelation: Book 1 of the Legacy's Child Series
Book 1 of the Legacy's Child Series
Lulu.com Like most people, Irina Gorski has a past. A past that she wants to keep secret. She had fought in the war against Emperor Lalani were she was a member of a secret military organization call the
Arcanum Mortis. Her job was to do the impossible tasks which usually required a ﬂexible set of moral standards. A job in which she excelled. It has been 15 years since the end of the war, and she is now a
Maintenance Chief on an out of the way research station. The job was ﬁne with Irina because all she wanted to do was raise her daughter, Pearl. Her biggest fear was her daughter ﬁnding out about her
past. Things are ﬁne for her until one day a terrorist group called the Brotherhood decide that they are going to make her remote out of the way planet their new home world. Now she has to use her
training from the past to try to stop the Brotherhood and save her daughter as well as the researchers and their families. Irina wondered which was harder, keeping secrets or raising a teenage daughter.

The Awakening
The Dragon Heart Legacy, Book 1
St. Martin's Press #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts begins a new trilogy of adventure, romance, and magick in The Awakening. In the realm of Talamh, a teenage warrior named Keegan
emerges from a lake holding a sword—representing both power and the terrifying responsibility to protect the Fey. In another realm known as Philadelphia, a young woman has just discovered she
possesses a treasure of her own... When Breen Kelly was a girl, her father would tell her stories of magical places. Now she’s an anxious twentysomething mired in student debt and working a job she
hates. But one day she stumbles upon a shocking discovery: her mother has been hiding an investment account in her name. It has been funded by her long-lost father—and it’s worth nearly four million
dollars. This newfound fortune would be life-changing for anyone. But little does Breen know that when she uses some of the money to journey to Ireland, it will unlock mysteries she couldn’t have
imagined. Here, she will begin to understand why she kept seeing that silver-haired, elusive man, why she imagined his voice in her head saying Come home, Breen Siobhan. It’s time you came home.
Why she dreamed of dragons. And where her true destiny lies—through a portal in Galway that takes her to a land of faeries and mermaids, to a man named Keegan, and to the courage in her own heart
that will guide her through a powerful, dangerous destiny...

Legacy of Ash
Orbit Legacy of Ash is an unmissable fantasy debut--an epic tale of intrigue and revolution, soldiers and assassins, ancient magic and the eternal clash of empires. A shadow has fallen over the Tressian
Republic. Ruling families -- once protectors of justice and democracy -- now plot against one another with sharp words and sharper knives. Blinded by ambition, they remain heedless of the threat posed by
the invading armies of the Hadari Empire. Yet as Tressia falls, heroes rise. Viktor Akadra is the Republic's champion. A warrior without equal, he hides a secret that would see him burned as a heretic. Josiri
Trelanis Viktor's sworn enemy. A political prisoner, he dreams of reigniting his mother's failed rebellion. And yet Calenne Trelan, Josiri's sister, seeks only to break free of their tarnished legacy; to escape
the expectation and prejudice that haunts the family name. As war spreads across the Republic, these three must set aside their diﬀerences in order to save their home. Yet decades of bad blood are not
easily set aside. And victory -- if it comes at all -- will demand a darker price than any of them could have imagined.

George Washington
His Legacy of Faith, Character, and Courage
Ignatius Press In this beautifully illustrated book, children will learn the epic story of George Washington, the father of our country, and be inspired by his strong faith, character, and courage. They will
discover that the animating force of his heroic life was a deep, abiding faith and trust in God. Captivatingly illustrated with lovely water colors, this book begins with interesting facts about Washington's
ancestors, who had been involved with important key moments in British history, and the story of his forefathers who then came to the United States. We learn about the life of young George growing up in
Virginia and how he developed the skills needed for farming, hunting, horse riding and self-defense. It shows how he was devoutly religious from the time of his youth. It tells about his great military career
and leadership, with many heroic moments in battles, capped by leading the Continental Army to victory in the Revolutionary War for America's independence. And then bringing unity, strength and
growth to our new country with his being elected as America's ﬁrst President.

The Choice
The Dragon Heart Legacy, Book 3
St. Martin's Press The conclusion of the epic trilogy from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Awakening and The Becoming. Talamh is a land of green hills, high mountains, deep forests, and
seas, where magicks thrive. But portals allow for passage in and out—and ultimately, each must choose their place, and choose between good and evil, war and peace, life and death... Breen Siobhan Kelly
grew up in the world of Man and was once unaware of her true nature. Now she is in Talamh, trying to heal after a terrible battle and heartbreaking losses. Her grandfather, the dark god Odran, has been
defeated in his attempt to rule over Talamh, and over Breen—for now. With the enemy cast out and the portal sealed, this is a time to rest and to prepare. Breen spreads her wings and realizes a power
she’s never experienced before. It’s also a time for celebrations—of her ﬁrst Christmas in both Talamh and Ireland, of solstice and weddings and births—and daring to ﬁnd joy again in the wake of sorrow.
She rededicates herself to writing her stories, and when his duties as taoiseach permit, she is together with Keegan, who has trained her as a warrior and whom she has grown to love. It’s Keegan who’s at
her side when the enemy’s witches, traitorous and power-mad, appear to her in her sleep, practicing black magick, sacriﬁcing the innocent, and plotting a brutal destruction for Breen. And soon, united
with him and with all of Talamh, she will seek out those in desperate need of rescue, and confront the darkness with every weapon she has: her sword, her magicks—and her courage...

Love Beyond Time (A Scottish, Time Travel Romance)
Book 1 of Morna's Legacy Series
Bethany Claire Books A hunky Scottish laird. A time-traveling teacher. A tragic history only she can prevent. Schoolteacher Brielle "Bri" Montgomery wonders where all the good men have gone. They
certainly don't waltz through her meticulous life in Texas. Venturing out of her comfort zone, she joins her archaeologist mother on a dig in Scotland… and ﬁnds herself transported 400 years into the past.
Shocked and bewildered, Bri learns she's just moments away from marrying an impossibly sexy Scotsman… Eoin Conall has no interest in wedding the woman who irritates him to no end. But with the
promise to his dying father fresh in his mind, he ties the knot with his insuﬀerable bride. To his surprise, something has changed about her. Something irresistible. Could he be falling for the wife he never
wanted? With the chiseled man of her dreams standing before her, Bri wishes she wasn't well aware of history's impending slaughter of Eoin and the entire Conall Clan. Unable to accept his gruesome fate,
she sets out to rewrite history. Will Bri and Eoin succeed in protecting their impossible romance or is their heartbreaking fate already sealed? Love Beyond Time is the ﬁrst book in the enchanting Morna’s
Legacy series of time-travel romances. If you like sexy highlanders, strong-willed heroines, and adventures that transport you across time, then you’ll love Bethany Claire's sweeping page-turner. Buy Love
Beyond Time and discover a bond that transcends history today! ˃˃˃ "Be swept away by Bethany Claire's miraculous love story that transcends time and space. Sexy, Scottish, time-travel. It doesn't get
much better than this." DeWanna Pace, NY Times & USA Today Bestselling Author Read all the books in Morna's Legacy Series: Love Beyond Time (Book 1) Love Beyond Reason (Book 2) A Conall Christmas
- A Novella (Book 2.5) Love Beyond Hope (Book 3) Love Beyond Measure (Book 4) In Due Time - A Novella (Book 4.5) Love Beyond Compare (Book 5) Love Beyond Dreams (Book 6) Love Beyond Belief
(Book 7) A McMillan Christmas - A Novella (Book 7.5) Love Beyond Reach (Book 8) Morna's Magic & Mistletoe - A Novella (Book 8.5) Love Beyond Words (Book 9) Love Beyond Wanting (Book 10) Love
Beyond Destiny (Book 11) Also Available: Morna's Legacy Books 1, 2, 2.5, & 3 (Contains Love Beyond Time, Love Beyond Reason, A Conall Christmas - A Novella, & Love Beyond Hope) Morna's Legacy
Books 4, 4.5, & 5 (Contains Love Beyond Measure, In Due Time - A Novella, & Love Beyond Compare) Morna's Legacy Books 6, 7, & 7.5 (Contains Love Beyond Dreams, Love Beyond Belief, & A McMillan
Christmas - A Novella) Morna’s Legacy Books 8, 8.5 & 9 (Contains Love Beyond Reach, Morna’s Magic & Mistletoe - A Novella, & Love Beyond Words) Love Beyond Time should be of interest to anyone who
enjoys reading books related to the following topics: free romance series starters, Scottish romance, highlanders, time travel, Scottish historical romance, free books, free ﬁrst in series, free romance, free
time travel romance, free Scottish time travel romance, free series starter, books about highlanders, outlander, time travel romance books, romance series, Scotland, love triangle, science ﬁction romance,
fantasy romance, historical romance, witches, matchmakers, Scottish lairds, Scottish clans, 17th century, Scottish highlands, Scotland highlands, magic, adventure, time travel romance, Scottish time
travel romance.
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The Devlin Witch
Books 1 to 4 of the Devlin Legacy Series
Bernadette Walsh The Devlin magic can bring your heart’s desire - but at what cost? Mary Devlin accepted her fate years ago, to serve Slanaitheoir, the powerful demon and lord of the mountain who
saved her ancestors from the Irish Famine. Like generations of Devlin witches before her, the hauntingly beautiful woman submitted to His every caress, His every humiliation. But when His lordship
threatened her family, Mary broke the agreement with the vengeful demon and now Mary and her progeny must pay the price. Mary and each succeeding Devlin witch — ﬁery Orla, fragile Fiona, pragmatic
Annie and seductive Rita — will try and best Slanaitheoir in a battle of wills and magic. But the seductive demon can satisfy a witch as no human lover can. Each Devlin witch must decide — when part of
her still yearns for His touch and love, can she ﬁght him and win?

Legacy
Independently Published "I have returned to an evolved earth. A place I no longer recognize. A self I no longer recognize. My name is Jesca Sera. My reality has been pierced, and it is with absolute
certainty that nothing will ever be the same in our world again. One thing is certain. I hold the blueprint of our salvation." Jesca Jesca and the guardians have returned from beyond the veil, to a world that
has fallen apart in their absence. A galactic intersection, the following climatic shifts, and rigorous genetic manipulation has destroyed the earth's remaining populous. Humankind is being invaded,
occupied, and destroyed under their invisible reign.The beings' intent? To possess our world and stop the other guardians from fulﬁlling the legacy that could save us all. Now, ushered into a world
devolved into darkness, Jesca must utilize what she's learned of her ancient bloodline, supernatural legacy, and link between the guardians to save them all. With only Jesca's visions of what this ancient
legacy holds for them, the guardians depend on the divining glimpses of her ancestry to put them on the path leading to salvation. Will the obstacles be too great for them to overcome, or will Jesca ﬁnd
the courage and strength to help them all fulﬁll their destinies?About: The Copula Chronicles, Legacy, is the ﬁnal installment in this edge-of-your-seat urban fantasy, science-ﬁction-fused series. Kimball
holds nothing back in her arsenal of spine-tingling, mind-boggling, thought-provoking, mystery-seeking, and heart-pounding content to bring the Copula Chronicles to full circle. Gear up for a race to save
the entire galaxy, overcoming a populous destroyed by climactic shifts and rigorous genetic manipulation to fulﬁll an ancient world-saving legacy.NOTE: Legacy was previously published as Transcending
the Legacy: Book 4 for a young adult audience. Legacy, and the entire Copula Chronicles series, is now considered adult due to some graphic content and language. All four books in the Copula Chronicles
are now available on Amazon.Origin (Copula Chronicles, Book 1) Descend (Copula Chronicles, Book 2) Ascend (Copula Chronicles, Book 3) Legacy (Copula Chronicles, Book 4)

The Drakk'talis Chronicles Book 1
Lulu.com

The Legacy Chronicles: Out of the Shadows
HarperCollins Set in the world of the #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series and featuring fan-favorite characters Six and Sam Goode, this collection is also the perfect companion to the
spin-oﬀ series Lorien Legacies Reborn! Teens across the globe have developed incredible powers known as Legacies. Although they were meant to use these abilities to help the world, dark forces have
been working against them from the shadows. Six and Sam Goode used to be part of a covert group that investigated suspicious incidents surrounding these Human Garde. Then they discovered they
could no longer trust who they were working for and quit. But they’ll still do whatever it takes to protect these teens. The Legacy Chronicles companion series follows them on this mission, and this book
collects the next three novellas. Originally published as digital originals, they are now together in one print volume for the ﬁrst time ever. In Legacy Chronicles #4: Chasing Ghosts, Six and Sam try to track
down a former charge who slipped through their ﬁngers and who may now have become much more foe than friend. In Legacy Chronicles #5: Raising Monsters, the couple must ﬁnd a way to escape from
an old enemy they believed was long buried in their past. In Legacy Chronicles #6: Killing Giants, a deadly master plan is ﬁnally revealed, and it’ll be up to Six, Sam, and their companions to put an end to
it before it’s too late.

Shadow Engineer
Book One in the Sciquest Legacy Series
A young Silicon Valley engineer stumbles into a hidden company with advanced technologies that could change the world. But at the same time, he learns this company, his life and the rest of civilization
is threatened by a force even more advanced. And the opposition has a head start. The startling discoveries he encounters could point to the origin of life on Earth, and maybe its ﬁnal destruction. With the
help of a beautiful and mysterious astrophysicist and a retired math professor, it's a race against time to expose the conspiracy. Following the clues takes them on a frantic chase to the dark side of the
Moon in an experimental spacecraft and back to the streets of San Francisco. What he can't out-smart, he has to out ﬁght. In the battle to save the Earth he must rely on his Silicon Valley training and
ability to leverage the new technologies at his disposal. But will it be enough? What can one engineer, an astrophysicist and an old professor do to save the Earth? Whatever it takes.

Black Proﬁles in Courage
A Legacy of African-American Achievement
Harper Collins Recounts inspirational stories of inﬂuential African Americans, including Crispus Attucks, Frederick Douglass, and Rosa Parks.

An Unexpected Redemption
Book One of the Romalo Legacy Series
WestBow Press Prince Lucian of Brasov has been running from his family, from God, and even from himself. When he decides to take revenge upon his elder brother by stealing away his betrothed, Lucian
is taken aback by the woman in his custody. Her pure heart and unabashed kindness thwarts his every cruel intention. Lucian ﬁnds himself hoping that she might hold the answers to heal his past, even
though he knows she can never be his. Every girl dreams of marrying her prince, so when Lady Adelina receives the unexpected announcement of her betrothal to the Prince of the realm, she takes it as a
clear sign of the Lords will. When she is kidnapped by a band of ruﬃans and taken far from her home she quickly learns that the road to love is never as it seems. Though her captor portrays himself as a
ruthless man, Adelina cant help but feel compassion for him and the pain she ﬁnds lurking beneath the dark shadows of his character.

Encyclopedia of Contemporary Christian Fiction
From C.S. Lewis to Left Behind
ABC-CLIO Provides biographies of American and British authors of Christian themed works from World War II until the present day.

Bitter Legacy
Detective Sergeant James Henderson of London s Metropolitan Police Murder Investigation Team is no ordinary police oﬃcer. His remarkable gut instincts and relentless detective work have put him on a
three-year fast track to becoming an inspector. When the murder of barrister Maria Curzon-Whyte lands in his lap, he ﬁnds himself drawn back into the insidious world of London s privileged elite where
men like James s father possess wealth and power enough to hold the law in contempt. As James navigates the promiscuous, secretive and corrupt spheres of the rich, the murderer strikes again. Soon
James begins to fear that these crimes lead dangerously close to his own heart and home. And now, he risks losing everything he s made of his life unless he can expose the sordid truths that have bred
this bitter legacy."

Dream Walker
Blood Legacy Series Book 1
Liquid silver is more valuable than gold.Thrust into a life threatening situation, Violet Reynolds had to ﬁnd a way to survive a workplace delivery gone wrong. Narrowly dodging an attempt on her life, she
escapes and-in the process-rescues a talking lion who claims he's a vampire who is stuck in his feline form.By helping the articulate animal, she paints a target on her back and his enemies hunt her
vigorously. In order to survive, Violet's humanity is sacriﬁced and so is the memory of her transformation. When her blood runs silver, something no vampire has seen before, things get even more
tumultuous for the former human.Coven master Alexander Rehnquist has survived this long by not drawing attention to himself. When a brave mortal saves him and nearly loses her own life in the
process, he vows to keep her safe-even if protecting her means combating myths long forgotten.When an ancient vampiress appears, claiming to be the lost Vampire Queen, she ﬁxates on the pair as Alex
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wrestles with an unexpected new power. He can walk through the dreams of others and experience their memories with lucid clarity.Can Alex master this new power to discover what Violet has becomeand how it happened-before it's too late?You must be dreaming.

Vestige of Legacy
A Christian Time Travel Romance
Sara Blackard A woman bent on survival... ...a man haunted by his failures... ...thrown together by a tumble through time. After running away from her foster home and surviving several years living on the
streets, Samara has ﬁnally found her path in life--performing music with the hope of putting down roots. But when she is violently attacked and somehow ends up one hundred and forty years in the past,
it appears her dreams for the future have once again been ripped from her. While trekking through the Coloradan Rockies in 1879, Orlando ﬁnds a wounded woman. He questions why God would put this
small, weak woman in his path. As he races to save her from the harsh wilderness bent on destroying them, he hopes his failures of the past don't catch up to them. If you like page-turning adventure,
fascinating characters, and engaging stories of triumph, you'll love Sara Blackard's unique time travel series. Vestige in Time Series Vestige of Power - Book 1 Vestige of Hope - Book 2 Vestige of Legacy Book 3 Vestige of Courage - Book 4

Finding List of Books in the Public Library of Cincinnati
Vestige of Courage
A Christian Time Travel Romance
Sara Blackard She dreams of a future far out of reach. He’s stuck in limbo, looking for answers. Will a trip through time be a dream come true or their worst nightmare? Finding herself in the future is
Beatrice’s wildest dream come true, until it shatters her long-held illusions. Beatrice Thomas lives a simple life on an isolated mountain homestead in 1879, Colorado, but she longs to experience the world
past the rugged peaks and lonely months that her life has become. Unfortunately for her, that requires a miracle. Chase’s life of adventure in the spotlight has taken an abrupt detour. Now he’s stuck,
trapped in the unknown. Chase Bennett’s life is on hold while he searches for his missing brother. When he stumbles upon a woman who’s looking for answers or her own, she provides a distraction he
doesn’t need. As their friendship grows, Beatrice is bewildered by the fast pace of the modern world. The adventure she longed for may be more than she can handle. Torn between the past and the
promise of a better future, can Beatrice and Chase move forward and grasp the vestige of courage buried deep within? If you like page-turning adventure, fascinating characters, and engaging stories of
triumph, you'll love Sara Blackard's unique time travel series. Read all of the Vestige of Time Series. Vestige of Power - Book 1 Vestige of Hope - Book 2 Vestige of Legacy - Book 3 Vestige of Courage Book 4

The Atlantis Codes
Book 1 of the Atlantis Legacy Series: Book 1 of the Atlantis L
What would you do if you had just prepared a perfect margarita and turned to leave your kitchen only to ﬁnd a menacing assassin blocking the doorway and his stated intent was to kill you right now?This
is the situation Matt Flannery is confronted with on an otherwise typical Saturday afternoon at his bungalow on Anna Maria Island, Florida.Who is this mountain of a man? What does he want? And?why
me?This incident begins an unexpected, epic journey for Matt that will not only change his life, but the lives of his friends, family, and possibly?all that live on Planet Earth.This journey of discovery will take
Matt to many destinations in search of answers to his questions. Questions raised many years earlier by his explorer grandfather, James "Irish" Flannery, who Matt idolized. Sailing aboard his beloved
charter ﬁshing vessel, the Nice Catch, Matt sets out with his girlfriend Kelli, fellow seeker Lucien, and close friend Jake in search of solutions to the perplexing problems and fresh dangers that continually
present themselves. The action moves in a frantic and tightening spiral that always threatens to be the undoing of our intrepid crew.What will it take to get to the bottom of this mystery that has wrapped
itself around Matt? Will he succeed in solving this puzzle before the forces arrayed against him take his life? The story's roots run deeper and deeper, eventually encompassing the Coast Guard, US Navy,
CIA, and even NASA. Yet?it will ultimately fall on Matt to come to terms with what is happening to him and how to best deal with it. His character and courage will be tested at every turn and his decisions
will aﬀect mankind for all time. You will recognize real life events that are taking place today reﬂected in the story as it unfolds, creating frightening parallels to the course our world is currently set
upon.Come meet the ever-evolving cast of characters who play a part in this thrilling story and discover, along with Matt, what the real story behind the story is.

The Power of Six
Harper Collins The second book of the #1 New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series! In the beginning, nine aliens left their home planet Lorien when it fell under attack by the evil Mogadorians.
They scattered on Earth and went into hiding. They look like ordinary teenagers but have extraordinary powers. The Mogs have come for them. They killed Number One in Malaysia, Number Two in
England, and Number Three in Kenya. They tried to get John Smith, Number Four, in Ohio—but they failed. Now John has joined forces with Number Six, and they are on the run. But they are not alone.
Already John and Six have inspired Marina, Number Seven, who has been hiding in Spain. She’s been following the news of what’s happening, and she’s certain this is the sign she’s been waiting for. It’s
time to come together. Michael Bay, director of Transformers, raved: “Number Four is a hero for this generation.” This epic story is perfect for fans of action-packed science ﬁction like The Fifth Wave
series by Rick Yancey, The Maze Runner series by James Dashner, and Orson Scott Card’s Ender’s Game. The battle for Earth’s survival wages on. Don’t miss the rest of the series: #3: The Rise of Nine,
#4: The Fall of Five, #5: The Revenge of Seven, #6: The Fate of Ten, and #7: United as One. Don’t miss the ﬁrst book in the brand-new I Am Number Four spin-oﬀ series: Generation One.

Mining's "dirty Dozen"
The Legacy of the First Mining Engineering Graduates of the Philippines
Vestige of Courage
Christian Time Travel Romance
Sara Blackard This is her wildest dreams come true ... ... until it shatters her long-held illusions. Beatrice Thomas lives a simple life on an isolated mountain homestead in 1879 Colorado, but she prays for a
life of adventure. Unfortunately for her, that requires a miracle. Chase Bennett's life is on hold while he searches for his missing brother. When he stumbles upon the most beautiful woman he's ever seen
in the middle of the woods, she provides a distraction he doesn't need. As their friendship grows, Beatrice is bewildered by the complicated lives of those in a modern-day world. The adventure she longed
for may be more than she can handle. Torn between the past and the promise of a better future, can Beatrice move forward and grasp the vestige of courage that's buried deep within her? If you like
page-turning adventure, fascinating characters, and engaging stories of triumph, you'll love Sara Blackard's unique time travel series. Read all of the Vestige of Time Series. Vestige of Power - Book 1
Vestige of Hope - Book 2 Vestige of Legacy - Book 3 Vestige of Courage - Book 4

Canadian Books in Print. Author and Title Index
University of Toronto Press

Sleepers - Free Chapter Book for 8-12 Year Old Readers
Mims House THE BLUE PLANETS WORLD SERIES Earth ﬁnally receives a message from space: "You only live on land. Allow us to live in the seas." Rison will implode soon. They desperately need a new blue
planet, a water planet. But Earth is crowded. Will humans be able to open their hearts to an alien race? SLEEPERS, Book 1 A rogue militia. A diabolical sabotage. Is an alien teen is the only hope for either
blue planet? A test-tube baby, ﬁfteen-year-old Jake Rose is half human and half alien; he has both lungs and gills.He's been raised on the "other blue planet," Rison. However, in a horrifying science-gonewrong scenario, Rison will soon implode. He evacuates to Earth to live with his human father's parents on Bainbridge Island in Puget Sound. His mother, Dayexi Quad-de is Rison's ambassador to Earth.
She's tasked with ﬁnding Risonians a new home on Earth in a peaceful manner. Jake accidentally discovers that Earth's elite ELLIS forces are trying to sabotage Mt. Rainier by starting an eruption so that
they can blame it on the Risonian aliens. Working to thwart them, Jake suddenly realizes his mother--the ambassador--is missing. Sleepers is the ﬁrst novel in the action-packed science ﬁction The Blue
Planets World series. This classic teen novel of ﬁnding your place in society combines with thrilling science ﬁction that delivers a punch. If you like the intrigue and excitement of Ender's Game or I Am
Number Four, you'll love Darcy Pattison's science ﬁction series of survival among the galaxies. ALSO IN THE BLUE PLANETS WORLD Sirens, Book 2 is the continuing story in a science ﬁction trilogy. When
aliens beg refuge on Earth, they ask only for a home in the seas. But what if Earth's oceans aren't empty? The Phoke, the mer men and mermaids of Earth have remained hidden for centuries. But a
Risonian water-borne illness forces them to come out of hiding and take a place at the negotiation table. Pilgrims, Book 3 (coming November 1)is the exciting conclusion of an epic science ﬁction trilogy
that pits Risonians and Earthlings against inevitable implosion of a planet. A small courageous team from Earth travels to Rison to ﬁnd the cure for a water-borne disease that threatens the Phoke, the
mermen and mermaids of Earth. But Rison's implosion is pending. In a rush against time, they must deal with the politics of desperate men and the tricks of a dying planet. Will they ﬁnd the cure and
escape in time? ENVOYS, Prequel Envoys, Prequel is the short story of the ﬁrst contact with the Risonians on their Cadee Moon Base. The ambitious naval oﬃcer Blake Rose joins the team as the
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comparative biology specialist. He's the ﬁrst to shake hands with a Risonian, Dayexi Quad-de, who immediately captures his heart. Still, he has a job to do: protect Earth from aliens.Interested in the origin
of the Blue Planets World series? This is the short story for you.

Three Seconds To Rush
Danielle Stewart Tara Shiloh knows she’s not a drug addict. She’s positive she’s a good mother and hard worker. So why is she in an alley with a needle in her arm? Waking up in the hospital without her
son is terrifying. Being told she can’t have him back nearly crushes her. With her memory spotty and the circumstances incriminating, Tara must ﬁght to learn the truth and wrestle with the idea that
maybe her son is better oﬀ without her. Reid Holliston defends guilty people for a living and it's slowly killing him. He’s certain there is no such thing as a truly blameless client anymore. When his phone
rings with a voice from his childhood his jaded views make him certain Tara is just one more criminal claiming innocence. But even his skepticism isn’t enough to keep him away. Best friends from a
lifetime ago, the two must ﬁnd a way to trust each other again in spite of how the years apart have changed them. Can a promise made in childhood be enough to save them both?

The Daughter's Promise
French Legacy, #1
An enthralling tale of revolution, family loyalty, love and survival."Absolutely loved it and devoured it quickly." The year is 1830. A young French woman is facing a diﬃcult decision about her future, when
the turmoil of the July Revolution overturns her tranquil world.Her family is called upon to protect a valuable heirloom for an aunt who has been forced into exile, but a powerful enemy puts their lives in
danger. To save her family, and fulﬁl a promise to her mother, she must ﬂee her secluded life and undertake a perilous journey to England.Outwitting her adversaries will take all of her courage and
ingenuity, and the help of a charming Englishman she meets on the way. Book 1 in the French Legacy series (a novella of approximately 80 pages)."Fast paced & very readable." "A captivating mix of
history, excitement and romance."

Seraﬁna and the Black Cloak
Disney Electronic Content "Never go into the deep parts of the forest, for there are many dangers there, and they will ensnare your soul." Seraﬁna has never had a reason to disobey her pa and venture
beyond the grounds of the Biltmore estate.There's plenty to explore in her grand home, although she must take care to never be seen. None of the rich folk upstairs know that Seraﬁna exists; she and her
pa, the estate's maintenance man, have secretly lived in the basement for as long as Seraﬁna can remember. But when children at the estate start disappearing, only Seraﬁna knows who the culprit is:a
terrifying man in a black cloak who stalks Biltmore's corridors at night. Following her own harrowing escape, Seraﬁna risks everything by joining forces with Braeden Vanderbilt, the young nephew of the
Biltmore's owners. Braeden and Seraﬁna must uncover the Man in the Black Cloak's true identity...before all of the children vanish one by one. Seraﬁna's hunt leads her into the very forest that she has
been taught to fear. There she discovers a forgotten legacy of magic, one that is bound to her own identity. In order to save the children of Biltmore, Seraﬁna must seek the answers that will unlock the
puzzle of her past.

Ebony
EBONY is the ﬂagship magazine of Johnson Publishing. Founded in 1945 by John H. Johnson, it still maintains the highest global circulation of any African American-focused magazine.

Ranger's Pride
Tule Publishing At eighteen, Tara Steele was young and restless, so she left the only man she’d ever loved behind to pursue an education and see the world. Now a nurse, she’s returned to Montana to help
her aging parents, but when she discovers an elk carcass, she calls the local ranger to investigate. When Hunter picks up, she wonders if they will still have a spark so many years later. Tara is the last
person forest ranger Hunter Beavers expects to see again. He’s never fully healed from their broken engagement, but has immersed himself in protecting the land and wildlife he loves. He’s determined to
keep his heart and distance when they partner to investigate the poachers, but all of their lingering feelings rush back. Hunter may not be able to forget the love they shared, but he’s sure he can’t trust
that Tara won’t go running oﬀ again.

Your Last 24
Preparing for the Inevitable
Your darkest hours...could be your ﬁnest. Discover the life-long beneﬁts of courageously facing the inevitable. Do you have the courage to face death? In this ﬁrst book in the Legacy Series, Kendall R.
Keeler, who appears to be in perfect health, proposes three principles for anyone who desires to courageously face their own eventual death: 1) learn death's purpose; 2) accept its inevitability; 3)
deliberately allow death's reality to become your coach for making better decisions while living.
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